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Thursday March 25th 10PM-Midnight EST (2-4AM GMT) Bruise Your Body Breaks will have a
very special guest DJ and producer by the name of LUCAS. Don't miss it! 

  Lucas began the love for Electronic Dance Music at roughly the age of  11 when he was given
his first keyboard that had its own beat sequencer.  From there he began composing basic
beats and familiarizing himself  with the structure of electronic music.
  Fast forward a few years and it was in college where he heard  breakbeats and progressive
music for the first time and was hooked.
Purchasing turntables in 2002, he aspired to have more  involvement with the music and to
eventually produce his own original  material.
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  Joining Orbital Grooves in January of 2003, he ran a weekly show  called LightSpeed for more
than 3 years. In mid 2006, he retired the  weekly show and began picking up random slots to
interact more with  different audience groups and djs.
   Musical influences include his father who is a guitarist of 30 years  and progressive artists
such as Hybrid, Nubreed, Luke Chable, Greyarea,  Burufunk, Infiniti, and the classic breaks
artists like Icey, Sharaz,  Fixx, and more. 

    Please visit http://www.lucasamartin.com   for more information as well as free mixes and
tons of pictures. 

    Lucas launched IQ Sounds (IQS) in January of 2007. IQS is an  independent record label
whose goal is to change the way that society  views EDM. Another goal of the label is to provide
a venue for fellow  underground artists to gain exposure and recognition. You can visit IQ 
Sounds at http://www.iqsounds.com
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